Internet has changed the course of our living. It has become the most beneficial antecedent or source of information. Today almost everything is found on internet. Everyday millions of people post their ideas, reviews, stories about the services, products or other persons. The size of data is increasing tremendously. It is very difficult to analyze that amount of data and figure out the emotions or sentiments posed by people. Emotion detection is such a technique where we can judge people's ideas and extract the emotion towards an entity or service. We have used subjective lexicon-based approach to bench the emoticons expressed by the ideas of the people. The data set that we have mainly focused is very cross and noisy. We have used Facebook data in Urdu and Kashmiri language. Both languages are very cross domain. These languages can be written in English alphabet that makes them more challenging to analyses. Our approach resolves the challenge to the maximum possible way. The results shown by our method on this kind of data set are better than any other approach. Our analysis on this type of dataset will help the local businessmen of these areas to grow and flourish. The analysis will give some insights what the local feel about the entity or product so that the manufacturers can design or build it that way and try to enhance its qualities.
Introduction
Emotion detection is a technique by which user data is analyzed and emotions are derived from it [1] . Emotion detection is the latest and trending research area. With the advancements in the era of technology, huge data gets generated daily. People use social networking sites like twitter and post their stories, ideas, interests, details on them [2] . Four out of six people use social networking sites and almost everyone posts something on them [3] . The significance of data is increasing due to its analytical value but the complexities of handling and processing is also increasing [4] . The data people post on these sites is processed for different analytical applications like generating business insights, political scope etc. for example people on Facebook post their likes and dislikes, this data is processed and insights are generated. Suppose if a user is interested in watching Hollywood movies, he is shown ads related to new release of Hollywood movies. This all is the play of data analytics. Three decades past from today, data had very least significance but with the elevation in technology, a lot has changed [5] . Now we are falling short of storage. In today's era, market shopping has moved to online shopping, libraries have switched to digital libraries and OPAC's, post offices to emails, pen and paper to social networks. With all these advancements in technology, lot of data is getting generated. people can post anything they wish to post and can use any language they are comfortable with. A lot of work has been done on emotion detection but most of that is based on English language. Cross platform languages like Urdu, Kashmiri etc. are not preferred for processing due to their complexities [6] . But it is the need of hour to analyze data based on these languages. We have mentioned these languages (Urdu and Kashmiri) as cross platform languages because at times one single sentence can convey different meanings and emotions.
Emotion detection
Emotions are feelings that a person writes or shows towards an entity, service, product or other person [7] . The emotions of a person towards an entity shows the attitude, behavior from that person towards the target entity. Emotions can be likes, dislikes, happy, sad, satisfied, angry, sarcasm, advice etc. emotions are attached with the person and with his real life [8] . Emotions can be used to benchmark a service, product [9] . shopping sites like amazon provide an option for users to give feedback about the product they have purchased. The user can give the feedback in any language. For example, the user can use his mother tongue to post the feedback. Social networking sites like twitter allow its users to post tweets in any language [10] . A user is not restricted to use only English language. Users can tweet in their mother tongue or any regional tongue they are good with. Furthermore, users can do a lot of spelling mistakes while tweeting. Tweets can contain grammatical errors, hashtags, numerals, shortcut words, emoticons etc [11] . All these things may not be beneficial for analytics of data, we have to focus on following points:
Subjectivity/objectivity
Before performing the analysis of data we need to separate subjective and objective text. Emotions are only expressed by subjective part [12] . Objective part contains no emotions, it contains facts. Subjective: Mission impossible is the best action movie. The sentence expresses positive emotion (best) Objective: Mission impossible was directed by Brain De Palma.
Polarity
The emotions expressed by the subjective part can be divided in three categories (positive, negative and neutral) Positive: I love my parents. Negative: I just hate winters. Neutral: my parents will be returning home by noon.
Finding target
Target is an entity over which the emotions are detected [13] . Example: Singapore is a beautiful and developed city. It lies near to equator. Here Singapore is the target. Beautiful and developed are sentiment words. second line of this example is a fact and contains no emotion.
Cross domain languages
The dataset we have used for emotion detection is written languages like Urdu and Kashmiri. Both are very different languages. The writing style of these languages is very different from English. English is written from left to right while as these languages are written from right to left. Urdu and Kashmiri have different grammar than that of English. These languages are so versatile that one sentence in English language can be written in many ways with same meaning. The example is shown in (table 1). You can see that one sentence (come here) in English language has been written in five ways with same meaning. That is why we have classified these languages as cross platform languages. 
Subjective lexicon based approach
Lexicon means an individual unit or token [14] . In this approach a sentence or document is fragmented into individual lexemes or tokens and every word is checked from the pre-defined dictionary of positive and negative words [15] . The overall polarity is calculated by summing the score of words. for example, beautiful, soft, funny, nice are positive words and express positive emotion. While as angry, doubt, envy, offensive are negative words. The dictionary of polarity words can be created manually or can be downloaded from internet. Although emotions can be calculated by using polarity words but there are still some problems that we need to take care of, these problems are as following: a) Some posts do not contain any sentiment words. we call that as objective text. For example, sun sets in the west. b) Some posts express emotions without containing any polarity words. Example, my order was placed after two hours (clearly this expresses a negative sentiment i.e. order was delayed). c) When two or more polarity words are used in combination.
Example, the chef of this restaurant cooks terribly sweet food (here terrible expresses a negative emotion and sweet expresses a positive emotion but when both are used together they express super positive emotion). d) Users use emoticons rather than writing text. Example, thumbs up for like and thumbs down for dislike. e) Users post in their local language. Example is shown in Table 2. 
Related work
Sentiment analysis or opinion mining found its significance in early twentieth century when internet became common to everyone [16] . A lot of research has been done in this field. This topic aroused the interest of many researchers. Early studies in this field focus on framework, polarity detection, lexicon creation, feature extraction. Emotion detection created sensation in first text retrieval conference (TREC) [17] . Researchers formulated their task and interpreted how to mathematically incorporate social context and emotions they express. Earlier researchers that sentiments or emotions are segregated by min of a person and they cannot be formulated or benched [18] . But with the emergence of emotion detection, researchers have successfully formulated human emotions into mathematical design. Emotions are extracted and added together. The ideas people share are benched with mathematical and statistical tools and sentiments are derived from them [19] . The hypothetical mind setup of earlier researchers has been implemented now. Twitter dataset was first successfully analyzed for emotion detection and the results were breath taking. Some authors analyzed the posts of engineering students to find the glitches and problems in their educational experiences. They used the tweeter dataset for this analysis [20] . They found that the students had problems like load of subjects, assignments, sleep deficiency. Later on, more approaches were implemented on datasets like Movies, novels, elections etc. Most of the work in emotion detection has been performed on English language [21] . English language is very easy to analyze as there are lots of tools and methods to analyze it. English is an internationally known language and most of the content found on internet is in English [22] . The below mentioned approaches work good with English alphabet. A lot of research has been done using these methods to extract emotions. But the dataset that we have chosen is totally different from English language. Emotion detection can be done by many other methods also. But we have used subjective lexicon-based approach for our data set because of its format, type and noisy structure. Some of the methods that can be used are as:
Corpus based approach
This approach is useful for movie reviews, books [23] . The text that should be analyzed by corpus-based approach should contain well-built corpus. Corpus means a word with definite meaning. This model will not yield good results for our dataset as it has a lot of misspellings. For example, I luv Singapore. Luv is misspelt word (love). This method will not show any emotion for this sentence.
Naïve bayes method
Naïve Bayes method is a machine learning probabilistic approach [24] . Naïve Bayes method falls in the category of supervised learning [25] . This method uses strong dependence features between words and creates a graph where nodes and edges represent random variables and dependencies respectively. This method is expensive to implement and does not yield good results with noisy and unstructured data so, this is not frequently used.
SVM
Support Vector Machine is a non-probabilistic supervised learning approach where we train a machine by training dataset which labels data and divides them into different classes [26] . When new data is fed into the machine, the algorithm assigns it the labels and divides it into respective classes. Although this method is very effective but the problem is that our dataset contains languages of different platform rather than English so, creating a training dataset is complex process. Furthermore, this method fails to detect sarcasm emotions.
Proposed work
We have used subjective lexicon method for our dataset. This method fits our specification and requirement for processing. We downloaded our dataset from respective API's of Facebook and twitter using python. Data was very noisy with lot of misspelling, unwanted fields, grammatical errors, shortcut words etc. we preferred datasets which contained cross platform language like Urdu and Kashmiri. Data formatting was a very crucial step of our analysis. We downloaded polarity words from the internet. There were around 5200 negative words and 2300 positive words. We saved them in two separate text files. We wrote a python program which checked the occurrence of those polarity words in the text and labeled them as negative or positive. The program also calculates the overall emotion expressed by the text or sentence. Some steps after data collection are as following:
Data formatting
Data formatting is the crucial step of our work. The dataset that we downloaded from Facebook using its API was in csv format, so we converted it into text (txt) format as our python program takes (txt) files as input. Some of the steps in our data formatting are:
N-grams
N grams indicate to successive n terms in the text. One individual term refers to unigram and two terms refer to bigrams and it goes so on to n grams. Sometimes we cannot calculate emotion for unigrams. For example, this work will knock your shoes off. If shoes off is taken as bigram it will express a positive emotion. If shoes and off are taken as unigrams, it will express a negative emotion.
Parts of speech (POS)
This is one of the important step of data formatting. In a sentence, usually adjectives and adverbs express most of the emotions. So, it is better to tag these words. The highlighted adjectives can directly point out the sentiment or emotion it is expressing and this can save the processing time of the data. For example, weather is too sunny, let us plan a good picnic for this weekend. Sea beach is a good idea. In the above example, the adjectives like sunny, good express the positive sentiment. So, there is no need to further process that sentence.
Stop words
Words like (it, she, he) pronouns are discarded because they provide no or little clue about the emotion. We have to focus on the sentiment, not on who is conveying it or to whom it has been conveyed, so we remove pronouns to make our dataset more refined and noise free.
Stemming
Stemming refers to removing the suffixes and prefixes from the words. We analyse the root word. The algorithm works good for root words as the dictionary we are using contains root words only. So, to make the algorithm working well, we remove the stemming from the words. For example, helping, helped are stemmed to help.
Handling negation
NOT' is a word which can totally invert the emotion. this word totally changes the sentiment to other side. The sentiment words used with NOT are rendered useless. For example, food was not cooked good. Good is a positive word but NOT inverted it to negative.
Handling conjunctions
Some sentences contain a mixture of emotions joined by a conjunction. Conjunctions are used to join two or more sentences. Sometimes the sentiment is expressed by the last part of the sentence. For example, although the place was beautiful but it did not meet my expectations.
Meaning interpretation
The text which was written in mother or regional tongue was translated to its appropriate meaning. Many a times local language was written using English alphabet. For example is shown in Table 3. 
Correcting misspelt words
We corrected the misspelt words to their original meaningful words. we simply used Microsoft office and Grammarly software for this purpose. All misspelt words were underlined red and we replaced them with correct spelled words. the words which were underlined blue contained grammatical errors and we corrected them by using Grammarly.
Checking overuse of vowels
Some words in the text contained vowels with exceeding length. For example, I love this place soooooooo muuuuuuch. We checked the length of consecutive vowels. The length exceeding 2 or 3 was discarded. For example, (soooooo to so, muuuuuuch to much).
Calculating polarity
We wrote a program in python which labels the words as positive or negative and calculates the overall emotion expressed by the sentence. We linked two text files which contain negative and positive words with the program. They act as the dictionary for the program. The program compares every word of the text with the polarity words and assigns the polarity label and score to the words. The total sum of the score expresses the total polarity of the sentence. The work flow of our approach is shown in Figure 1 . 
Results and observations
The results generated by various methods are shown in Table 4 . These methods show best results to the dataset that suits their specifications. The downloaded dataset from Facebook API was in csv format with lot of unwanted attributes. We manually removed the extra attributes like (time, genre, location). We converted the dataset into (txt) format. Our dataset contained mainly user posts and comments. The posts that exceeded the length of 200 characters were not taken into consideration. Each post and comment were separated by a separator according to the syntax of our program. The program took one comment in one iteration and calculate the sentiment words, number of positive and negative, and total sentiment. The sentiment calculated was kept on a scale of 10. The value below 5 was treated as negative, value above 5 was treated as positive and value equal to 5 as neutral sentiment. Table  6 shows result generated on three posts, that were posted in Urdu language. Table 5 shows some data formatting done with the data. Each row shows different example of the formatting 
Applications
The advantages of performing emotion detection on local or regional text will help the local business and politics. Rather than focusing on international trends we should try to let our local people flourish their business. Extracting emotions from local text and generating business insights, political insights will definitely help our local community. Emotion detection helps in business competition. The companies can analyze their user data and act accordingly what users want. This will help the company to grow and compete with other organizations. As we know that business flourishes with the positive feedback from the users. Knowing the customer feedback and sorting out all negative remarks from the users will help the business to regain the trust of customers. Political parties can implement emotion detection before their election campaigns. They an analyze all voter feedback and fulfill their needs to get a heavy vote bank during elections. Law and order department can also take initiative to use emotion detection technique to solve problems of people.
Conclusion
This paper tries to remove the barrier between emotion detection and cross platform languages. Most of the work is done on English language or corpus, local or regional languages are not preferred due to data noise, and structure. in this paper we have tried to resolve some of the issues with the cross-platform languages.
More work needs to be done to remove all barriers. Although the influence of this paper is limited to certain languages but there are a lot of users on social networks who use these languages. the dataset using these languages cannot be ignored. we can summarize that subjective lexicon-based approach is suited for unstructured data with noise, misspelling and cross domain with different languages. Kashmiri language is a total different dialect and can be best analyzed by lexicon approach rather than any other method. The reviews, comments, blogs, in Kashmiri language can be analyzed and emotions can be detected from them to know what people want and feel about an entity so that the business organization can improve the quality according the need of people.
